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       Having  just read in Stationary Engine magazine  how  rare these early 
Wolseley’s are and wondering why someone would want to cut one up I decided to 
look into it so too speak.  

  The New Zealand Wolseley engine of Alan 
Mattingly is a Style 2 produced from 1916 to 

1920. pic Stationary Engine Magazine issue  576. 
      Comparing our engine to this one showed many 
similarities but no parts were identical except the Solid 
brass plate proclaiming WOLSELEY Sheep shearing 
Machine company Ltd Birmingham England .   
       An internet search found a web site called 
wolseleystationaryengine  that  showed a picture of a Style 3 . This certainly a had a 
greater resemblance to ours 
but there were a few subtle 
differences like its bolt on 
base and fixed head, but no 
pic of a style 4 .     
 Back to the internet 
and there it was in the Power 
House Museum , Ultimo  
Sydney  but what is more 
their engine is  sectioned as 
well !  
Stationary Kerosene engine , 
vertical single- cylinder four 
stroke , 5 hp sectioned ,  
Wolseley Sheep Shearing 
Machine Co Birmingham , 
England. 1925 - 1926  
Image with permission from 
Collection : Museum of 
Applied Arts and Sciences . 
Gift of Sydney Technical 
College , 1972 . 
Photographer unknown. 

Style 3  non detachable cylinder 
head but later carburettor    

wolseleyengine Internet pic.  

       When Len Brighton commented 
that our grotty old Wolseley, with 
flaking paint  and half the bits 
missing, was the star attraction in the 
Diesel section during the rally it really 
started me wondering why  . 

          Melbourne Steam Traction Engine Club’s  sectionized 
Wolseley Stationary engine on display in the Bay 4 . Warwick photo  

Maas copyright 
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     Fortunately this time more background was provided with Maas informing  - Although this engine was sectioned and used 
to educate engineers at Sydney Technical College it represented many Wolseley engines that were sold to woolgrowers in 
Australia and overseas to power their shearing sheds.   
      Now for the bomb shell ! Delving into the MSTEC Guide to the National Steam Centre  revealed our sectioned style 4 
engine was obtained from the Thermodynamics Lab of Melbourne’s Swinburne Technical College ( now University ) in 1989 

(ref  Rohan Lamb ) .  

    That started me wondering surely it cannot be a co incident that  2 of the 
leading Technical Collages in Australia both had  rare Wolseley engines from 
Birmingham  England that had been sectioned to show the working internal 
parts ? So what was special about Wolseley engines ? 
  Further researching revealed Fredrick Wolseley invented the sheep 
shearing machine during his time working on large Australian sheep stations in 
Western NSW. By 1885 it was sufficiently developed and protected by patents 
to be put into production so the Wolseley Sheep Shearing Machine Company 
was formed in Sydney. Such was the demand for his invention that  local 
production could not keep up so  
manufacturing was transferred to 
Birmingham England in 1888 
with the help of Herbert Austin . 
Both dabbled in cars that went on 
to bear their names but that is 
another story.   

    In order to offer complete shearing plants WSSM Ltd  started to produce their 
own stationary engines in 1909. These were available in a variety of sizes 
depending on the number of shearing stands the shed had. WSSM Ltd retained 
distributors in Australia and continued selling shearing plants till 1965 with 
stationary engine, albeit of much improved designs,  until 1974     
       So  in answer to the wonderings  one can speculate :- 
 Why  Wolseley Engines are in Australian museums— It could be a direct 
result of  them being associated with the  very significant invention of the sheep 
shearing machine in this country that went on to revolutionize the wool industry 
around the world so are an important part of our history . 
 

 Why Cutaway  - To demonstrate the operation and construction as a training  
aid for field service people and technical college students. Often part of the 
educational process was for the apprentices to actually do the cutting away. 
MSTEC has a number of such sectioned engines from various colleges.  
 

How Come Wolseley's— Maybe the company donated them as part of public 
relations . This is pure speculation but I worked for a company that made 
engines and there were continual requests from schools for engines as teaching 
aids. The company policy was to donate engines that could not be sold as new.  
For example were non standard,  had completed  testing  or obsolete models so 
were otherwise to be scrapped. One condition was attaching a plaque 

acknowledging the companies generosity.  
 

Why So Interesting to our visitors  - It 
has to be the fascination of the moving 
parts, judging that it hardly gets a second 
glance if not switched on ! The secret is it has to be carefully cut away  so as to not only 
to reveal the inner  hidden components but still leave enough metal  to allow the engine to 
rotate so the function of the piston going up and down,  timing gears driving and valves 
opening and shutting  can be observed. Then of course a drive has to be arranged that 
turns the engine sufficiently slow enough so all   motions can be followed by the eye.      
Warwick Bryce             Acknowledgements  Museum of Applied Arts and Sciences Ultimo 
                                                    wolseleystationaryengine web site  ,  Wikipedia  , Internet ,  
                                                     National Steam Centre           

MSTEC’s  engine . Comparing our engine from Swinburne Tech 
clearly shows it is the same model Style 4 from Sydney Tech but a 

different approach has been taken to  the sectioning.  

Double reduction belt drive from an 
old washing machine motor . Note 

swinging tensioners  

Only about 1/4 of cylinder cut away to still support piston. Note missing plaque.  
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            Shepparton has long been a key location for road 
transport operators, who often started out with small trucks 
running fruit to Melbourne markets  
    Motor trucks and cars from 1920 onwards fill the main 
display halls with locally built General Motors, Ford, 
International Harvester and Kenworth products which will 
bring back fond memories for many drivers.  

     It naturally led  into interstate trucking, so many  of these 
bigger vehicles on display have a strong local connection.                  A great lineup of retired Kenworth and other      

       trucks from local fleets.  
 

  There is more than just trucks though  smaller passenger 
vehicles and their derivatives all played their part in 
developing the district too . 
 European vehicles such as Fiat, Volkswagen and 
Citroen  from the 50’s are all represented reflecting the 
post war immigration into the district.. 

    Two wheeled enthusiasts will delight in the Garth 
Wallace Harley Davidson Collection, showcasing a 
century worth of fully restored motor cycles from this 
iconic brand and the Paul Farren vintage bicycle 
collection comprising over 200 bikes dating back to 1860.  

by Peter Lynch 

     The new Museum of Vehicle Evolution (MOVE) near Shepparton brings together 
motor vehicles and other historical collections from the area in one convenient 
location.  It is located at Kialla on the Goulburn Valley Highway and the site has 
ample parking, an onsite café as well as room for further expansion. 

A nicely restored pair of Chevrolet light trucks that carried 
local produce. Where these might have managed a one 
tonne payload at 50kph, the latest interstate trucks carry 
40 tonnes at 100kph with full temperature control.  
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     A separate area is dedicated to well known local 
manufacturer Furphy & Sons Foundry and their evolution 
through to the modern era.  Furphy are best known for their 
iconic watercarts, still produced today with aluminum ends, but 
also have a wide range of other municipal and heritage 
products.   
J.Furphy was a strong methodist and took everly opertunity 
for preaching  principles for good living including 
various inscriprions on the ends of his water tanks. 
Ackn Clive Windley’s Furphy Booklet  
 Another well presented display includes radios, 
telephones and record players donated by local collector and 
historian Dick Clayton. Seeing museum visitors taking photos 
of valve radios with their latest smart phones is a reminder of 
how much this technology has progressed during my lifetime 
and we have to wonder what the next decade will bring.  
 

        
 

 AWA 
Radiola 

valve radio of the 
1950’s   
    Move web site pic.  
 

     Next door is the Loel Thomson fashion collection featuring 200 years 
of Australian fashion with clothing, jewellery, accessories and more. 
Unfortunately we had not allowed enough time to visit this area but will 
do so on our next 
opportunity.  

 
    

   Plans are for the vehicles on display to be rotated at regular 
intervals , one car not to be missed now is this Cord  
 

     This American built Cord 810 tourer was years 
ahead of its time with front wheel drive, concealed 
headlamps and optional supercharger. Sadly Cord went 
broke and the big American car makers stuck to older 
technology for another 40 years.  
    Actually there was a reason . It was not till many years 
later that the challenge of getting the 
drive to the front wheels with a 
powerfull north / south engine while 
achieving  acceptable suspension and 
steering refinement was overcome .   Ed  
 
      Actually most of the vehicles on 
display are on short term loan from 
private owners so there should always be 
something ‘new’ for another visit.   
     Whisper is that shortly 2 of the oldest 
solid tyred trucks in Australia will soon 
be doing a stint at Move thanks to our 
friends in the Historic Commercial 
Vehicle Club  so plan your visit .  
                    Peter Lynch photos and 
words.  

MOVE 
Web site 
pic 
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   Round and Round goes the Steam Car Engine    
Big excitement this month was  trying our White Steam Car engine first on air then STEAM  from the Lyttelton Boiler.   
     The steam line going to the throttle valve was disconnected and a quick connect coupling fitted . Initially a hose was run 
from the aircompressor in bay 5. At first the engine was a bit reluctant to turn over but a bit of juggling of levers and  taps with 
help from Andrew and Brendon eventually got hesitant rotation in reverse. Buoyed with this success attention was then paid to 
re arranging the valve cut off linkage and freeing up of the simpling  mechanism which gave  great improvements giving 
running ,  now in both directions and responding to the throttle changes. Over Easter attention then turned to setting valve 
timing and cut off lever travel which soon  had it running like a sewing machine.  It could then be throttled right back to about 
100 rpm or spin up to about 10 times that speed with  no more noise than a sewing machine which is appropriate because 
White was a sewing machine manufacturer before 
getting into steam cars. Not bad for 100 psi air 
pressure and a restrictive  8 mm  air line . On 21 
April the Lyttelton crew has steam up in the Farrar 
boiler so the opportunity was grabbed to hook up the 
White . After a bit of careful warming through amidst 
clouds of steam  the engine sprang into life quite 
happy at 40 psi.   
        In the mean time Warwick has been plugging 
along  fabricating from scratch the Bunsen burner 
style convergent—divergent nozzle and air regulating 
shutter that goes with the new burner plate we had  
made in the UK a couple of years ago.  
   Main work left is fuel line plumbing and  
refurbishing the casing for the steam generator .   

The blur of our White 
stream car’s fan blades 
whizzing around is 
something that has not 
been seen for over 60 
years.  

Vintage Motorbike Club Swap Meet  
 This has been a long standing event on the MSTEC 
calendar  where the Vintage Motor Cycle club of Victoria 
hold their swap meet the first week in April . This year it was 
a bit tempered by drizzly weather but never the less we 
opened up our displays for them and Hayden had steam up 
for them in shed 6 . This show is an important fund raiser for 
us and as usual starts at 6  AM  meaning  it was all packed up 
and gone by midday and our train was up and running for our 
usual Sunday visitors so it was a win / win. Newer members 
may not be aware it was through this event that we got 
donated our White Steam Car and Dorman V 12 twin turbo 
generator so we have done particularly well over the years 
thanks to them. 
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The  25 CHEV Brothers. 
 

Fully restored visiting 
1925 Chev 4  .  

Len Brighton photo  
 
Fully unrestored Chev of 
the same 
model .   

Both got attention for 
different reasons . 

Len Brighton’s Favourite Car  of the show cc 1941 
Studebaker President . Studebaker never got the recognition 

they deserved for their advanced styling  and up spec 
mechanicals evident in this 2 door fastback  with its curvatious 
lines, even extending to oval headlights and powerful smooth  5 
1/2 litre straight 8 engine. Too daring for conservative America 
and too dear for Australia but now restored for everyone's 

Performance Cars  Jaguar , Chev 
Camaro , Ford Mustang  cars we could 

only dream of in those days  Holden’s, were conspicuous by their numbers. Many were sporting Aussie 
flags so is it Patriotic trip alas too late trip , or is it Affordability but now 
only just or Nostalgia being 
about the oldest car you can 
remember as a kid . All the 
same it is good to see them 
still brining pleasure. 
 

Contrast  in Style . 
Both red and white 
and 2 door and 1960’s .  
The fire truck pure function 
The convertible pure 
decadence in some eyes but 
still interesting .   

Scoresby Picnic  This is another event where we host a kindred club at our  Steam Grounds. In this case the 
Dandenong  Valley Historic Car Club under the sponsorship of the umbrella group the Victorian Federation of Car Clubs.  
    This year the weather was fabulous so it was great to see such a wonderful display after such a run of unfortunate 
circumstances with bad weather then covid lockdowns.  With over 120 vehicles of all types, sizes and  makes everyone was 
sure to find something that brings back special memories of the past for them . Couple this with our operating machinery 
displays supplemented by  many of our members  hobby vehicles  there was plenty to interest our car club members and our 
regular visitors as well.  Combine this with our wonderful setting of green shaded areas and picnic tables around the lake it 
would be hard to find a more ideal venue  for our visitors.  Not bad for what was an industrial waste land before our club took 
over and I would say more than satisfies our obligations by bringing amenity to the Knox  Municipality.  
   It might be worth mentioning that it was in no way a closed event with members of the public always most welcome with 
entry by donation as is the usual to help with our costs. A win win situation for all , long may it last .  
  Here are a few pics that caught Len Brighton and Warwicks attention . 
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 Manufacture of fire pumps by Coventry Climax goes back to the 1930’s and by WW2 they were the largest supplier of  
engine powered fire fighting pumps, usually trailer mounted, in Britain.   
 

The Name In 1940 their line of pumps was named Godiva in recognition of  the city of Coventry’s second steam driven fire 
pump that was christened Godiva in a lavish ceremony in 1889 but the name goes back much further . It seem Lady Godiva 
was a prominent figure around Coventry a thousand years ago whose exploits of riding  around naked on horse back are still 
talked about today.   
 

 A Better Pump  As a result of the war the UK Ministry of defence set specs for a new pump that could pump twice as  much 
as the existing trailer ones yet be light enough to be carried down a narrow back lane by 2  men . The requirement stipulated 35 
hp and 350 gal / min water flow so Coventry Climax’s  chief Engineer Walter Hassan , an ex Jaguar man set to work to 
develop such a unit .  
 

A New Engine  First requirement was for a new light weight power 
unit  so racing engine technology was looked at . In particular a 4 
cylinder overhead cam engine with light weight cast aluminium 
cylinder head and block was decided on as the way to go in contrast 
to the old cast iron side valve jobs .  
         By 1951 the first  prototype 746 cc engine was made and 
achieved 38 hp on the dynamometer to everyone's satisfaction . 
Weighing only 180 lbs it was designated FW  for Feather Weight  
and put into production  with Government contracts soon resulting. 
 

Let’s Go Racing      Buoyed with this success the company thought 
if it could have success in car racing  that would be good  for 
promotion  ( and more fun no doubt ) so built a suitably  modified 
version of the engine. With twin carbys, higher compression ratio , 
bigger ports and hot camshaft it produced almost twice the power 
and twice the rpm from  the same 1020 cc.   
   Crossection of  the  racing version, it’s twin  SU carbys 
can just be glimpsed.  Delivering  72 hp at 6,100 rpm from the 
same 1020 cc as the fire pump engine  it weighed t  just  82 kg so 
was given the designation FWA  ( Feather Weight  Automotive )  
Success Much further development followed on producing various sports car and racing versions of this engines including 
stretching to 1.5 litre leading to  much success with wins in British Grand Prix  series well  into middle 1960’s .  The most 
famous version of the engine was probably  the  2.5 litre V8  with which  Jack Brahbham won the world championship in his 
Cooper Climax . Not bad for an engine that started out as a fire pump engine.      Anyway back to a look at our pump.  

Coventry Fire 
Pump   

    Again one of the intangible  
benefits ( value that cannot be 
measured ) of always being nice to 
our visitors was the donation of this 
rather special racing car engine 
powered fire pump. It was dropped 
off by Ken Hildebrandt of the 
Toyota Landcruiser Club after a 
recent visit to our Museum.   
Among other good wins we have had, after 
visitors have enjoyed a visit to our grounds, are 
the White steam car and the V12 Dorman 
diesel .  How lucky we are!  

The portable Coventry Climax 
Godiva Fire Pump as delivered to 
the club . A great bonus is it 
comes complete with suction and 
delivery hose , something we 
hardly ever get.  

Internet pic  
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    End view  Immediately noticeable are the 2 carrying handles 
which can be folded in sideways to take up less room when stowed . 
    Bottom center is the large recoil starter in lieu of a crankhandle that 
might get lost and in any event would be too close to the ground to use. . . 
   Pulley half way is the engines cooling water pump   mounted to the side 
to reduce length .Below that is the vertically inclined magneto so engine 
does not need to rely on a charged battery to start .  

                                                

     A view looking down onto the engine of our pump. The 
top cover with the bulge at the front is for the camshaft and 
its chain drive  1  . The 4 sparkplugs visible below it shows 
just how short the engine is. Part of this is achieved by 
mounting the engine cooling pump 2   to the side of the 
block rather than on the front . The header tank for cooling 
system 3    Carby air cleaner  4   . Muffler  5 

  Godiva water 
pump. The 

central cap at the 
bottom is the inlet 
with outlets either side higher up. Central lever is swung down for 
priming by using exhaust pressure . It close of the exhaust outlet and 
direct exhaust into the pump inlet . Presumably there is a nozzle 
system like in a spray gun that produces a suction drawing the water 
up the inlet pipe . As soon as water pressure is indicated on the 
discharge gauge the lever is put back to normal .   

Big Players  by 1963 Coventry Climax was acquired  by Jaguar cars 
who where developing new performance engines including the V12 
whose single OHC configuration can be traced back to the fire pump 
engine. !n 1966 the factory withdrew from racing due to a change in 
formula rules that meant starting with a new design from scratch again .    
 

 The Demise  By 1968 the British car industry was in turmoil with 
most, including Jaguar, being consolidated into British Leyland with 
Coventry Climax engines being sold off and soon going broke . 
However the pump side faired better in private hands as Godiva pumps 
and still goes on today in one form .   

 

Last Fling  In 1963 Hillman planned for a small rear engined car , called the Imp , to compete with the Mini and was looking 
for a small modern light weight engine.  The Coventry climax fire pump engine 
caught their eye so a  875 cc engine was based on it but redesigned by themselves 
to suit high volume production , with changes such as a die cast block with cast in 
liners. Initially it sold well but reliability problems and strikes put later customers 
off as was the way with British cars at the time so it never had a great success .  
      Next time  you see our little Fire Pump take a second look at it’s engine  as 
400,000 Imps,  all Jaguar V12 s  and 22 Formula 1 winners have it’s DNA .  
 Warwick Bryce          Acknowledgements  Wiki and the internet .  

4 

1 

2 
3 

5  

Right side of the engine shows elaborate exhaust plumbing for 
priming the pump  

1963 Hillman Imp 

National Motoring Museum  
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Bill Mc Robb  Words and Photos by  

Ian Stewart Lyttelton II Custodian 

 
 Ian has been a member of the club for around 10 years and has certainly been the driving force 
behind the Lyttelton project. 
 After the huge effort by members, Warwick, Jo, Bob and others put in to 
extract the machinery, I reckon you would all be pleased to see it on steam.  
 We had a number of memorable days in the project including fitting air 
lines to the auxiliary machinery and to the reversing gear on the Port Engine. 
 
 Brian von Bibra and Clive Windley overhauled the GS (General 
Service) pump using Phil Randall’s bespoke chip board and emery paper 
hone to repair the bore. It was plumbed in to the compressed air using PVC pipe 

as we had no idea what pressure it would have, 
and it blew it to bits, and soaked everyone. 
 

  The first thing to be streamed was  the 
Steering Gear on March 2015 using 

Adam’s boiler  
 
     The Farrar Boiler was then cleaned up and winched in on 
greased rails using my 80 series Land Cruiser. We then fitted steam 
lines to the auxiliaries and could now fire the boiler on Chep pallets, 
after it was surveyed.  
 

 The reversing gear on the Port Engine was connected to 
steam. 

I was given 
some 
steam pipe 
by ‘AJ’, 
from 
NuForm 
steel that 
they had 
left from a 
completed 
job.  
We 
connected 
the Port 
Engine and 
tried to 
secretly 
see if it would run, and it did on the first attempt. 
(but we had a few stickybeaks). 
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 Brian Wright has been working on fitting a turning gear motor to the Stbd engine to get it turning and 
lubricated for piping into steam for next steamfest. 
    The latest upgrade is a waste oil burner completed by Rob Hull who joined the team last year. 
The club has been fortunate to be able to open for all 3 steamfests around Covid. 
 Well done Ian, enjoy your new home at Timboon. 
     

Bill McRobb                                                                               
      and Lyttelton Crew                                                                                       
      
 
Actually there is 1 more 
achievements for Ian 
since Bill wrote this. 
 
Steaming of the  
ex Swan Hill 
Pioneer Settlements 
Steam winch possibly 
came from the deck of 
a paddle steamer .  
Although unrestored it 
went well after warming 
through once our 
Blacksmith Stephen 
had straightened a bent 
rod.  

S S     S S     S S    SS      S S    SS      S S    S S    SS      S S       SS      S S       

 Thanks to Andrew Fairweather and his crew of 
amateur fettlers  who worked tirelessly all day 

Saturday to   rebalast the track in preparation for the Run 
day on Sunday 24th . This turned out to be  one of the 
largest crowds we have seen.  We had  a Children’s party 
on  but this was over shadowed by the sheer number of 
visiting families.  The train has run all day with full 
carriages. 

 Phil R    

Warwick enveloped in steam  as he warms the White 
through for the engines first run on steam  21 April 
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